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Sound Effects 
Sound effects (also known as ‘Foley’) are a critical part of the Lavender Tavern. Although they 
only appear at the very beginning of each episode, they set the scene for the listener: a long 
walk through a snowstorm, the opening of a creaking, heavy wooden door, a warm crackling 
fire, the scrape of a chair and the friendly welcoming ambiance of the Lavender Tavern itself. 
Thank you to the artists who recorded these sounds and generously made them available on 
freesound.org. You’ve helped bring the world of the Tavern to life: 
 
The snowstorm (Pedaling Prince) - 
https://freesound.org/people/Pedaling%20Prince/sounds/338952/ 
 
Footsteps in the snow (alexo400) - https://freesound.org/people/alexo400/sounds/543385/ 
 
Opening the door to the Tavern (vmgraw) - 
https://freesound.org/people/vmgraw/sounds/235620/ 
 
Background Tavern ambience (ralexpdx) - 
https://freesound.org/people/ralexpdx/sounds/321220/ 
 
Fire in the hearth (samarobyn) - https://freesound.org/people/samarobryn/sounds/414767/ 
 
The scrape of a chair being pulled up (beticbert) - 
https://freesound.org/people/beticbert/sounds/533960/ 
 
Narrators 
As a narrated podcast, the Lavender Tavern is completely reliant on our excellent voice actors 
to bring the stories and characters to life. Thank you to Joe and Trevor for their versatility and 
skill: 
 
Joe Cruz is a big nerd living in the Pacific Northwest who loves adventuring in fantasy worlds. 
 
Having spent the bulk of his youth imitating his favorite cartoon characters, TV news anchors, 
and even Godzilla’s roar, Trevor Schecter has been voice acting – and singing and 
regular-old-acting – in school plays, and in independent productions with friends and family for 
years.  A New York City native, Trevor thrives on the energy of thoughtful, passionate people.  If 
you ever come across him, definitely say “hi!” and he’ll be happy to strike up a conversation. 
About anything. 
 
You can reach out to either of them via faustiannonsense@gmail.com 
 
Podcast Network and Others 
Thank you to Faustian Nonsense for your assistance in providing resources, guidance, directing 
skill, and moral support. Amie also recorded the closing credits for the podcast. And thank you 
to Josiah for audio engineering and general guidance on sound. 
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